
Board Game Instructions 
Ages: 6+
Players: 2-6
There is trouble in the magical Amazonian kingdom. The brightest flow-
ers have started drooping and all the trees are beginning to wilt. The 
fairies are coming out of their homes, only to find that after decades, the 
elves are also out in the open. The fairies and the  elves need to get the 
Potion that has the ability to fight the virus and prevent it from spread-
ing to the rest of the land.It is now on you to make sure your team wins 
and saves the planet!

Summary
Battle of the Fey is an educational family game that is trying to draw 
from the pandemic Covid-19 that has spread across the globe. While 
getting inspired by the hard work put in by doctors and researchers to 
come up with a vaccine currently, the game also subtly expresses the 
various situations people have been put in. While it is fun to fight for the 
essential potion, it is also important to make the right choices during an 
emergency situation. We don’t want to infect more people as the virus is 
deadly. The game tries to make these choices and consequences visible 
for the players to understand the importance of an informed choice.
Battle of the Fey can be fun for adults and children alike. The game play 
has components of strategy as well as combat, where opponents are 
fighting to get to a common goal, but in teams. It is an amalgamation of 
competition and collaboration. 

Objective of XYZ Game
Reaching to the potion first, while growing at least 4 trees on the way 
and therefore, saving the world from the spread of the virus. 

Contents of XYZ Game
Battle of the Fey game board, 4 Tokens (2 Fairies, 2 elves), 9 trees, 9 
mushrooms, 1 potion bottle, 25 Fairy Heal Cards, 25 Fairy Harm Cards, 
25 Elf Heal Cards, 25 Elf Harm Cards, 1 Dice, 100 Tiles.

Game Preparation
Each player chooses a token at the start of the game.
Shuffle and keep the four stacks of cards separately, 1 set of Harm and 
Heal Cards each. Place the cards face down in two separate piles near the 
game board. The tiles can be taken out and kept near the game board as 
well. Start by rolling the dice and the person who rolls the highest number 
gets to choose which team they are a part of - Elves or Fairies. Similarly, 
the second highest number chooses next and so on.
Keep all tokens at the starting point and begin.

Game Play:
The mushrooms are grown by the elves and thus are representative for 
the elves’ team, while the trees are representative for the fairies.
The rule on who begins Battle of the Fey Game rests again on whoever 
rolls the highest number on the dice and then the other players take their 
turns in the clockwise direction. When you roll the dice on your turn, pick 

up tiles according to the number on the dice. Place the tiles on the frames 
provided in the game board.
 By placing these tiles on the given frames on the board, keep building 
your path on the forest land to go towards the potion and acquire it to 
save the Amazonian Forest. 
When you land on a tile space on the board, you have to pick up a harm 
card/ heal card or no card, as suggested by the landing frame. Then 
execute the moves, written on the card. After this, your turn is over.
As you move your pawn and build your path , you will stop at various 
kinds of areas. The following rules apply for the different kinds of areas:
Red Zones: These are the Danger zones where the virus has spread the 
most, it is a boiling hotspot. Entering these zones and building your path 
through/ near them makes you vulnerable to spreading the infection 
more, and you end up losing one chance.
Sparkling Lake Areas : These lakes are for you to keep washing your 
hands, which is an important precaution to prevent the spread of the 
virus, and you end up getting another chance.
Tree Tiles : These tiles have brown borders and will be used to grow trees 
and mushrooms respectively. 
Harm Tiles: Landing on these tiles means the player has to pick up the 
first Harm card from the pile for his/her team.
Heal Tiles: Landing on these tiles means that the player picks up the first 
card from the Heal pile for their team.

Winning:
A team wins when:
They collect enough tiles to cover all frames on the gameboard.
They reach and collect the potion. 
They grow at least 4 trees/mushrooms on their side of the gameboard.
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